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Purpose Built Precision goes far beyond providing the right 

solution. It’s about doing the right thing for our customers 

each and every day. That’s why our company has been as  

durable as our machines.

It began with our founders Frank and Johanna Elsner more 

than 80 years ago. They started with little, and created huge 

success for their company, their customers and their  

community. Today, Elsner has more than 3,000 machines  

operating in over 60 countries. But our true measure of  

success is always your satisfaction.

Our promise to our customers is simple. We are always on  

the job for you. We will do whatever it takes to make your  

investment in our machines exceed your expectations.  

And we will treat your company and every individual who 

serves you with the honesty, integrity and respect that  

they deserve.

Purpose built machines. Purpose driven people. 

WELCOME TO ELSNER.

PURPOSE BUILT PRECISION.

PURPOSE DRIVEN PEOPLE.

Unmatched speed, efficiency & reliability 



PURPOSE BUILT PRECISION  
BOOSTS PRODUCTIVITY AT EVERY TURN 

SIMPLIFY EVERYTHING.
OUR ADVANCED MACHINES

You get the right machine for the job at hand. Plus hands-on service and support for the life of your machine 
from the experts behind them. That means more up-time and peace of mind than ever.  

Work much faster, produce much 
more and save floor space with 
this all-in-one Elsner innovation.

PERFORATED ROLLS 
Up to 22 cycles per minute

PERFORATED PRODUCT ROLLS 
Up to 700 feet per minute

ULTRASONIC TAIL TIE 
For added efficiency

THE FASTEST SOLUTION IN EVERY WAY

HAVE A DIFFERENT  
PURPOSE IN MIND?

THE CATALYST OF YOUR 
ENTIRE OPERATION

We have a number of reliable Elsner machines suited precisely 
to your industry, product lines and needs. Just ask us!

We accelerate the conversion process so you can produce finished goods faster and better than ever. 
That’s speed to market and supply chain efficiency both you and your partners will value beyond words.

We don’t just change the game, we help you win it every day. Get industry- 
leading performance with zero modifications. Or customize and optimize  
any machine to your unique production environment.  

Order just the components you need to complete your suite. Or explore our  
powerful all-in-one option.  We’re as flexible as our machines. And we work 
every bit as hard to make your job easy.
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